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 Abstract : There are many important points in the digital transformation of organizations 

today that decisions must be accurate, and the data warehouse ETL process and its 

underlying concepts help interpret them and enhance corporate interpretive strategic 

planning. Purpose: The objective is to understand the importance of the impact of the ETL 

process on decision making. Materials and methods: The methodological cut-off points 

between two methods (Kimball, Immon) by different methods depend on the requirements 

and benefits of system recovery. A literature review on the subject was conducted to search 

and reference scientific articles. Development: The ETL process works in the same way as 

information is reconstructed and made accessible. For this reason, new data sources and 

models also require specific validation based on the business rules of each organization. 

Considering the ETL process associated with modern business intelligence, we can observe 

the different applications of these concepts in a variety of disciplines, from mathematical 

and scientific rules to organizational business rules. The end result: you can get a solid 

partnership that makes decisions more realistic and transformational when running BI, and 

gives you new metrics, such as analyzed data. keyword. ETL, Kimball's method, Power BI, 

data. Different applications of these concepts can be seen in fields as diverse as mathematical 

sciences to organization-specific business rules. Conclusion: business intelligence makes 

decisions more realistic and offers strong partnerships, including new metrics that can be 

acquired, such as data transformation and data analysis. keywords. ETL, Kimball 

Methodology, Power BI, Data. Different applications of these concepts can be observed in 

fields as diverse as mathematical sciences or organization-specific business rules. The 

bottom line: Doing your business intelligently makes your decisions more realistic and gives 

you solid associations as new metrics you can retrieve, such as transformed and analyzed 

data. keyword. ETL, Kimball methods, Power BI, data. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

We are currently facing the process of a digital revolution in the field of business and 

individuals. The creation, storage and transmission of information is fundamental to the 

functioning of the financial sector. The information element records the customer's monetary 

rights and obligations. The flow of information enables the payment and exchange of assets. 

Information analysis will help you assess the risk of a potential loan. These are just a few 

examples of the extent to which the financial industry has depended on information processing 

since its inception.  This explains why the financial industry has historically been one of the 

largest investors in information and communication technologies (ICT). (Fernandes Derris, 

2017)  

In the latter case, we learn more and more through the use of skills and tools that make our 

lives easier and, little by little, we use our empirical knowledge appropriately. 

Organizationally, it is a bit complicated because people with a culture of change talk about 

groups of people coming to the same place, company goals, missions and visions.  

This is the digital transformation of companies like devices, computers, Whether you use 

servers, social networks or transactional systems, create a digital culture in your organization 

that influences the development of your business strategy. The power of an organization is 

decision making. For example, depending on the business area we are talking about, you could 

be an administrator. So how can these decisions be strengthened beyond the use of real 

company data and information, real numbers and indexes? It sounds simple, but in reality every 

business is the world, i.e., every system in every business is the world of data. This is where 

the ETL process is generated and helps us a lot by looking at the data and information in the 

business system from another angle. In addition to helping with these steps, there are also tools 

to aggregate visual interpretations from multiple sources. This article describes a bit about 

transaction modeling and alternative decision-making approaches that use the ETL process as 

an independent variable. 

 

2. METHODOLOGIES 

 

2.1. Kimball Methodology 

Ralph Kimball pioneered these approaches, and Kimball's data model implements a bottom-up 

approach to DW (Data Warehouse Architecture) design, where the data mart was first 

conceived, according to business needs. Then evaluate the underlying data source and use the 

ETL (Extract Transform, Load) tool to take different types of data types from different sources 

and load them into the relational data preparation area of the machine. Following Kimball's 

bottom-up approach, after the data is loaded into the data warehouse staging area, the next step 

is to load the data into a data warehouse model with a denormalized baseline size. This model 

divides the data into either a fact table, which is numeric transaction data, or a dimension table, 

which is the reference information that supports the data. (Tehreem Naeem, 2021) 
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Figure 1: Kimball's methodology for the data warehouse life cycle. Source: (Tehreem Naeem, 

2021) 

 

2.2. Immon's methodology 

  Bill Inmon, the father of data warehousing, introduced the concept of data warehouse 

development. He started by designing a data model for a company's data warehouse that defines 

the key areas and entities of the associated companies, such as customers, products and 

suppliers. Thus. Bill Inmon's definition of a data warehouse is "thematic, integrated, non-

volatile data collection to support management decision making." The model then creates a 

complete logical model for each key entity. For example, a logical model is created for a 

product that has all the attributes associated with that entity. This logic model can contain 10 

different entities in a product, including all the details, such as business drivers, aspects, 

relationships, dependencies, associations and more. (Tehreem Naeem, 2021) 

 

  The Kimball option is the most successful because you are trying to organize 

information about your personal information requirements. The art of cloud allows you to 

implement or deploy the service provider. In this case, all methods of secure growth are carried 

out with the help of the cloud. The instrument provided varied and at the same time gives it 

once with the roots of the other. Clouds are a straight way to send computing resources and 

some software is how to save saved data, how to save saved data how to save data to save data 

and function. Users will continue to update monthly updates for maximum employment and 

security. (Tehreem Naeem, 2021) 

 

3. DATA MODELING 

 

  Database design is not a simple process. The complexity of the information and the 

number of information system requirements complicate the information. For this reason, it is 

very useful to adopt a known partitioning strategy when designing your database. Therefore, 

the design process should be divided into several phases. In any case, the intermediate results 

obtained serve as a starting point for the next step, and the desired results are obtained in the 

final step. As you can see, you do not have to solve all design problems, but only face one type 

of subproblem at each step. This simplifies the process when the problems are split up. Most 

data modeling methods provide a way to graphically represent features and relationships. 

(Dominguez, 2018) 
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3.1. Transactional data modeling. 

  This data model is a collection of information that implements the search, insert, update, 

and delete procedures as needed in an organization's business rules-based system. Optimization 

is a very good pillar of this model because the entire system is model-based and we are 

constantly looking for ways to optimize our research resources.  

  Should this analysis be done in an orderly and systematic way, first detailing what you 

are trying to analyze? Regardless of the nature of the information contained in a database, it 

can always be subdivided or classified into "information domains". When we talk about 

information domains, we mean that not all information has the same purpose, but can be 

divided into business domains that can be analyzed independently. (Troche, 2014) 

 

3.2. Dimensional data modeling 

  Dimensional modeling aims to derive an interpretation based on the dimensions and 

measures defined by the organization. Therefore, it may not need to go through the 

standardization process. Implementations of this model are not intended to provide or operate 

APIs, mobile applications, ERP or CRM systems. It is limited to studying the information and 

collecting indicators from it. 

 

4. PREVIOUS CONCEPTS 

  

4.1. Microsoft Power BI 

  Integrated program for business intelligence, which allows the integration of multiple 

data sources of different origins and formats. 

  It allows the use of remote and local databases, text files, .xlsx files, among others. 

  It also has many tools to perform ETL processes and also data transformation, to later 

generate reports in a very simple way.  

Among the most relevant are: 

- Power Query. 

- Data flows. 

- Data sets. 

 

4.2. SQL Language 

  It is a structured query language based on calculations and allows insertion, deletion, 

update and retrieval operations. 

  It also allows us to create entities within our manager or database engine in use, of 

which the most relevant are: 

- SQL Server 

- Oracle 

- PostgreSQL 

- Mysql 

 

4.3. ETL Process 

  This is an acronym that includes the extraction, conversion and downloading of 

information for a variety of purposes. As you can see, this is a fundamental part of business 

intelligence. This is essentially a bridge to other data models, because it can be better 

interpreted or already targeted. There are many ways to create it, including cloud desktop tools 

from various vendors such as Azure, Amazon and Google Cloud Platform. 
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Figure 2: Flow of an ETL process associated with a datawarehouse 

  

4.4. Cloud computing  

  Cloud computing is an efficient way of providing computing resources and is a form of 

outsourcing, such as data storage and processing. Users who want to purchase it pay a monthly 

fee, the software is managed by the provider and is constantly updated for maximum 

performance and security. (Salesforce, 2019) 

 

4.5. Platform as a service (PaaS). 

  Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) is a complete cloud-based development and deployment 

environment that can deliver everything from simple cloud-based applications to complex 

cloud-based enterprise applications. When you buy the resources you need from your cloud 

service provider, you access them through a secure Internet connection, but you only pay for 

what you use. (Azure, 2021) 

 

4.6. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

  IaaS providers provide virtualization, storage, networking and servers. As a result, users 

do not have to have an on-site data center and do not have to worry about physically upgrading 

or maintaining these elements. In most cases, IaaS users have full control over their 

infrastructure through an application programming interface (API) or a control panel. IaaS is 

the most flexible cloud-as-a-service model that allows you to easily scale, upgrade and 

integrate resources such as cloud storage without having to anticipate or cope with new 

demands. This can generate upfront costs in the future. (RedHat, n.d.) 

 

4.7. Software as a Service (SaaS) 

  This is a cloud computing service that allows users to access software in the provider's 

cloud. Users do not install applications on their local devices. Instead, the application resides 

on a remote cloud network that can be accessed via the web or API. The application allows 

users to store and analyze data and collaborate on projects. (IBM, 2020) 

 

4.8. Data loss or gain? 

  When we talk about data transformation, we are referring to generating more 

information for purposes other than revenue generation. For example, a single commercial 

campaign or product over a period of time. You can create factors to know what kind of product 

you are offering to make decisions about the work.  
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  This may be interpreted as data gain, but it is not. Data or other sources are not changed 

for this analysis. Maybe in terms of commercial systems you generate a lot of data every day. 

But in terms of dimensional modeling, there is not. As mentioned earlier, you get information 

in your hands. Don't forget that this is data interpreted by information.  

  Therefore, the amount of data continues to grow and become more accurate and 

continues to be understood as you can get more information in different situations. The 

reliability of processes and programs is not just based on words, but there are many ways to 

perform verification.  

  In this case, it is information and the source and destination are readily available. Duque 

(2016) shows that to confirm the behavior of the proposed ETL model, it is necessary to 

perform a management of measured data sets in each of the different stations. In this case, he 

shows the difference.  

  The source of the data source. Kimball's methodology is a benchmark for many smart 

business enterprises. Medina (2018) states that four steps were used to define the methodology 

used in the study: analysis, multidimensional design, ETL procedures and analytical 

processing.  

  (Mojica, 2020) teaches that they have configured a Microsoft Power BI business 

intelligence tool to explain virus growth through four steps, including the creation of an impact 

dashboard and subsequent analysis system requirements. Visualize and analyze your data as a 

case study to design the architecture, data integration and final steps to use.  

  When talking about improving an organization, it is necessary to take into account the 

business rules that means when information is interpreted and analyzed according to the 

products and services it provides.  

  This is already a very important factor and has a significant impact on business decision 

making.  

  In reality, metrics or reports do not always satisfy an organization. Instructions on the 

action to be taken.  

  (Enriquez, 2019) contributes to the implementation of business intelligence 

applications for organizational planning and development departments to generate analytical 

and strategic information based on the requirements needed to perform the required analytics 

and make decisions. I added. Better management.  

  (Castañeda, 2015) argues that implementing business intelligence can help reduce 

reporting time. The implementation of business intelligence using the Ralph Kimball method 

has been shown to improve decision making in the field of admissions to the Autonomous 

University of Peru. Similarly, using the data set (Caldas, 2020), we found that sales increased 

from 65.96% to 80.25%, achieving a growth of 14.29%.  

  Finally (Quintanilla, 2018) reports are now generated much faster, which undoubtedly 

helps to make timely decisions in the management area. 

 

4.9. Post implementation validations 

  The confirmation process for information manipulation and transformation can be 

performed in several ways, as described above. Any source used to move, transform or 

reorganize data is available and can perform end-to-end validation. It also refers to the 

adaptation of information systems connected to new models when computational techniques, 

regressions or parallel developments are being implemented or are being implemented by 

applying business rules. It also guides you through understanding test-driven development 

(TDD), supporting development based on previously developed test cases and the ability to 

refine. An important concept in understanding the similarities to test-driven development 
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(Torres, 2017) is that unit tests are small units (methods) of modular, well-organized software 

code. This allows you to test function with minimal formulas. Among the functions that the 

system must have. Unit tests are part of the software design and help to specify the code 

requirements and validate the results. The process associated with unit test development starts 

with defining the system requirements (user stories) and the next step focuses on coding the 

unit test. All validation and validation is performed here, solving the proposed customer 

requirements, the final problem presented and eliminating duplication, duplication and feature 

group code error characteristics in a series of unit tests. Similarly, you can use this method to 

create a new schema or data flow according to the procedure you choose for ETL. 

 

4.10. Database Migration 

  Information transformation also includes the movement of certain information. 

Database migration is shifting data from one system to another. This could be due to the arrival 

of other applications, memory changes or mode changes. Simply put, this is the process by 

which a large number of databases are migrated. From the old system to the new system. To 

clean, recover and migrate various data to your new system, you must perform a few steps. 

(Regi Zamon, 2017) 

 

4.11. Data corruption 

  Problems arise when detecting changes in data content and format between the legacy 

system and the target system. Data corrupted during migration may now contain duplicates or 

duplicates. Ultimately, this is one of the migration risks that has the greatest impact on integrity 

and, therefore, operational and business efficiency. (PowerData, 2017) 

 

4.12. Data loss. 

  Sometimes, once the data transfer is completed, the data cannot be used as a destination. 

This phenomenon is known as data loss and is the most serious possible migration risk. The 

cost of fixing this problem can range from data loss and image loss to loss of business due to 

missing data and reputational behavior as it solves data loss problems. (PowerData 2017) 

 

4.13. Semantic risk. 

  This is another hot spot faced by those who are aware of the dangers of data migration. 

The traditional thermal column has the same meaning, but it occurs when the units of 

measurement are used differently in the two cases. These changes in the data completely 

change the meaning of the data. (PowerData, 2017) 

 

4.14. Risk of interference.  

  This is a very common situation that occurs when multiple stakeholders use the source 

application at the same time during a transfer. Crashing, access problems and the inability to 

move certain information are risks that lead to migration. (PowerData, 2017) 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

  Operations and other users can try various information solutions, including those 

mentioned in this user story. After that, we will learn our new model in our new model and 

express a photographer with new information we have. Then, you must decide according to the 

strategy by changing and interpreting this information to any area of the group. In addition, 
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with the importance of romantic testing for the migration of information. Each group has a 

trademark, each of the information needs to determine the metrics. 
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